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Dear Sirs,

REPORT PREPARED BY G.D.COPPIN IN RESPONSE TO THE SUBMISSION TO THE

MINISTER OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY

As requested I have reviewed the draft report prepared by G.D.Coppin (GDR) in response to the

statements contained in the Submission to the Minister of Trade and Industry prepared by Webber

Wentzel Bowens, dated June 2003.

As part of that review I held discussions with GDR which resulted in a number of amendments and

additions to the report Accordingly,I am now in full agreement with the contents of the report and

conclusions drawn by GDR. It is not intended to reiterate the conclusions of the report other than to

confirm specifically that the accounting treatment of Cytech Limited (Cytech), in the financial

statements of Corpgro Limited in the year 2000 and in Corpcapital in the years 2001 and 2002, was

appropriate. This treatment did noq in my opinion, constitute a contravention of South African

Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP)'

In conducting my review I considered it important to determine whether there was any

evidence or suggestion of a deliberate attempt by management and the Board of Corpcapital to

mislead or confuse the users of the Corpcapital financial statements during the years in question. In

an attempt to make that determination I reviewed the accounting policies and financial disclosures of

similar entities and examined the Research Reports of Financial Analysts'

From my examination of the financial statements of Corpcapital I have concluded that the accounting

policies adopted and disclosures made were in accordance with other listed entities engaged in

similar activities. In this regard I examined the financial statements of Brait S.A., which has significant

investment banking and private equity investments and therefore its operations are closely aligned to

those of Corpcapital. It was apparent from a study of the Brait financial statements that the basis of

valuation of short-term investments was identical to that of Corpcapital in that gains and losses on

revaluation of investments were taken to income. The accounting policy note in respect of these

investments is as follows:

1 .

2.

3 .

4.



'?rivate Equity Interests and Proprietary Investments

Direct or carried interesb in private debt or equity investments are held at estimated fair value as

determined by the board of directors at the balance sheet date. The resultant increase or decrease

in value is recognised in the income stiatement. The directors determine the fair value for the

group's interests in private equity funds under its management by applying the guidelines of the

British Venture Capital Association and the valuation indicators appropriate to the underlying

listed or unlisted investrnents."

No details are given of eitherthe ruunes ofthe investments, their fairvalues, orthe assumptions used in

arriving at the fair values. Accordingly, it is not possible to determine which of the invesfrnents contribute

sigrificantlyto the unrealised gainVlosses reflected in the income statemen! andthe basis on which those

values were determined. In this respec! therefore, the accounting tea0nent and disclosures are no

different from those of Corpcapital.

A review of Financial Analysts reports issued on Corpcapital, and its predecessor entities, during the

period August 1997 to November 2001 gives no indication of any concems either as to the

appropriateness of the accor.rnting policies adopted or confusion as to the extent of unrealised revaluation

gains included in eamings. On the contrary, it is evident that the analysts fully understood that revaluation

gains and losses on investments were reported in income and that these valtration adjustrnents were

unrealised. In the only reference that I can find to Cytech (previously Netainment), lnvestec Securities in a

report dated I Octob€r 2001,made the following statement and I quote:

"Closer scrutiny of Coqpcap's value highlights that its unlisted portfolio-mainly Infine4

Netainment and its corporate finance operation, represents 30% of its value lnfurex consists of

payroll-based lenders (Grand Finance, Izwelethu) and a credit agency (Norman Bisset). This

leaves that most ofthe revaluation came from Netainmen! an online gaming operator. CorpCap

investe.d R30m in 1998 and the present management valuation amounts to some Rl50m-an

aggregateretum of 250% p.a. This is an exffaordinary retum and is not likely to be repeated or

sustainable going forward."

This statement clearly indicates that the analysts were aware ofthe significance of the contribution to

eamings of Cytech and were sounding a waming to investors at that stage that these profrts were

unlikely to be sustainable. Therefore the inference in the submission that the accounting and disclosures

of Cytech were inappropriate, and concpaled from the users of the financial statements the materiality of

the unrealised gains applicable to this investmen! is not sustainable.

Yours faithfully,

P.LWilmot
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27 October 2003

The Directors

Corpcapital Limited

PO Box 471917

Parklands 2l2l

Dear Sirs

INSPECTIONTO IIWESTIGATE TIIE AFFATRS OFTIIE CORPCAPITAL GROI]P

OF COMPANMS

1. As requested I have considered whether certain comments regarding the 2000

annual furancial statements of Corpgro Limited ("Corpgro") and the2000, 2001 and

2002 annual financial statements of corpcapital Limited ("corpcapital") appear to be

valid or not. For the purposes of this report these two companies are collectively

termed "the Group." The comments I have considered are contained in the Submission

to the Minister of Trade and Industry for an appointment of inspectors to investigate

the affairs of the corpcapital group of companies in terms of the companies Act,

including the annexures attached to the Submission ("the Submission").

2. For the purpose of this report I have only considered those comments in the

Submission that relate to whether the above financial statements comply with the

requirements of 'South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

("GAAP") and the companies Act 61 of 1973,as amended ("the companies Act") The

report does not dealwith whether any value placed on the shares in Cytech Limited

was a fair or reliable market value during the years covered by the above furancial

statements.

3. This report contains the following parts:

3.1. part I - summary of the relevant issues noted in the Submission as defined above

3.2. part2 - comments, discussion and conclusions on the issues noted in Part 1

3.3. part 3 - cross reference to where the various issues noted in Part I are contained in

the Submission

3.4. Part4 -mY curriculum vitae



4. The comments and opinions provided in the report are based on my reading of the Subrnission,

the financial statements referred to above and certain other information provided to myself,

which have not necessarily been verified". I have read these documents, Statements of GAAP

and the Companies Act to the extent I considered necessary for the purpose set out in 2 above. My

judgement on the appropriate application of generally accepted accounting principles for the described

specific issues noted in the Submission is based solely on the information provided to me; should my

gnderstanding ofthese facts be incomplete or inconec! my conclusions may change.

Yours faithfully

G D COPPIN



PART T - SUMMARY OF ISSTJES RAISED IN TIIE ST]BNtrSSION

l. Included in the Submission are a numhr of comments regarding the compliance of the annual financial

statements with GAAP and the companies Act. Some ofthese comments are repeated a numbr of times

inthe Submission, using the same or similar wording. This Part ofthe report surnmarises these

comments, while part 2 ofthe report discusses the validity or otherwise ofthe comments, while Part 3 of

the report provides a cross reference to where the various comments are contained inthe Submission.

2. Thecomments in the Submission are in relation to the 2000, 2001 and 2002 annual financial

statements of the GrouP.

3. The comments in the Submission contend that these financial statements do not comply with GAAP and

the Companies Act. The specific contentions in this respect are detailed below.

4. The contentions mentioned in 3 above relate almost exclusively to how the Group accounted for its

investrnent in Cyt€ch Limited ("Cytech"), previously named Netainment, in the above financial

statements.

5. The specific contentions in relation to the accourting in the financial statements of the Group are as

follows:

5. 1 . Certain disclosure requirements in terms of the Fourth Schedule to the Companies Act were not

provided in relation to Cytech. These relate to the following:

5.1.1. lnformation material to an appreciation ofthe Group's affairs (see 2. l in Part 2)

5.1 .2. The name of invesfnents and percentage holdings (w,2.2 in PaIt 2)

5.1.3. Income from listed and rurlisted investrnents (w2.3 in PaIt 2)

5.1.4. Abnormal items of income (see 2.4 lr:Putz).

5.2. The accounting teatnent and accounting policies tned for Cytech were not appropriate in the

following respects:



5.2.1. The investrnent in Cltech should have been accounted for at cost or equity accounted in'.lre

2000 and 2001 financial statemeng (see 3.1 in Part 2)

5.2.2. It was inappropriate to value an unlisted investnent at a market value (see 3.2nPaft2)

5.2.3 . Inappropriate accor.rrting policies were adopted and were coupled with changes in

accounting policies (see 3.3 in Part 2)

5.2.4. Uniform accounting policies were not used (see 3.4 :ulPartz)

5.2.5 . What was described as a change in classification in the 2002 finarrcial statements should have

been accounted for as a change in accounting policy or a findamental enor (see 3.3 in Part 2)

5 .2.6. There was inadequate disclosure of the change in accounting for associates (see 3.3. I 1 and

3.3.14 in Part 2).

5.3 The disclosures pro'rided in respect of Cytech were not adequate. This entails the following:

5.3.1. Notprovidingdiscloswesinrespectofaccountingstandardsforassociates(see4.1 inPart2)

5.3.2. Not providing firll details on accounting policies and the assumptions for the valuation of

C1'tech (see 4.2 in Part 2)

5.3.3. Not providing all the required disclosures for financial instruments (see 4.2 in Paft 2)

5.3.4. Not showing the currency effect on the change in value of the investrnent (see 4.3 :l;rPeul2)

5.4 In addition to the above the following deficiencies that did not specifically relate to Cytech were noted:

5.4.1 The 2001 and2}}Zfinancial slatements did not disclose the period over which goodwill

was being amortised (see 5.1 in Part 2)



5.4.2 providing pro-forma information was an inappropriate accounting treatrnent for a change in

accounting policy in the 2002 financial statements (see 3.3.15 in Part 2)

5.4.3 In the 2002 financial stiatements comparative figures should be given for each investrnent

classified as an associate (see 3.3.14 in Part 2)

5.5 The lack of adequate disclosures and inappropriate accounting interms of the specific requirements of

GAAP and the Companies Act as detailed above meant the following (see 6 in Part 2):

5.5.1 The financial statements could not be described as being in compliance with GAAP

5.5.2 Fair presentation was not achieved

5.5.3 The information provided was neither reliable nor neutral

5.5.4 All the information relevant to explain the performance of the Group was not provided

5.5.5 Sufficient information to enable a reader to be able to affect evaluations or decisions or to

predict future cash flows was not provided

5.5.6 Sufficient disclosure of material items affecting decisions was not provided.



PART 2 - COMMENT, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION OF ISST]ES RAISBD IN PART 1

Introductory comments and zummary conclusion

1 .l The issues raised in Part I that are included in pages 6 to 43 of the Submission are generally a

sunmary or a repetition of issues raised in the Abrahams Report (arurexure C, pages 73 to 405) and

the Collett Report (annexure D, pages 406 to 938). In addition issues raised in the Collett Report are

often also raised in the Abrahams Report as can be seen from the references contained in Part 3 of

this report. For ease of use the references used in this part of the report refer to the paragraph number

on the specified page of the Submission (e.g. any reference to pages 73 to 405 would be to ttre

Abrahams report.) Any quote from the Submission or statement of GAAP is given in italics.

1.2. The following are the rulmes of the statements of GAAP refened to in this part of the report:

1.2.1 ACOOO - Framework for the preparation and presentation of financial statements

1.2.2 AC 100 - Preface to statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

1.2.3 AC101 - Presentation of financial statements

1.2.4 ACl02 - lncome taxes

| .2.5 AC 103 - Net profit or loss for the period, fundamental elrors and changes in

accounting policies

1.2.6 ACi l0 - Arcounting for investrnents in associates

I.21 ACll2 - Accounting for the effects of changes in foreign exchange rates

1.2.8 ACI 19 - Financial reporting of interests in joint ventures

1.2.9 AC125 - Financial instruments: disclosure and presentation

1.2.10 AC 129 - Intangible assets

1.2.11 AC13 1 - Business combirntiors

l.Z.l2 AC132- Consolidated financial statements and accounting for investnents in subsidiaries

1.2.13 AC133 - Financial instruments: recognition and measurement

1.2.14 AC428 - Business combinations - "Date of Exchange" and fair value of equity

instuments



1.3 As noted in 5.5 in Part 1 above the Submission contends ttr,at the financial statements could not be

described as being in compliance with GAAP and that fair presentation was not achieved. Paragmph

7.1 (pg 136) correctly identifies the basic requirements for fair presentation being contained in

section 236(3) ofthe Companies Act which states that financial statements are required "lre

conformity with generally accepted accounting practice, [toJ fairly present the state of afairs ..and

the profit or loss of the company.. " The Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial

Statements gives little guidanc. regarding fair presentation and *ates "Although this ' Framework

does not deal directlywith such [aJ concept[sJ, the application of the principal qwlitative

choracteristics and of appropriate accounling standcnds rnrmolly results infinancial statements that

cowey what is generally understood as a true andfair view of or as presentingfairly such

information " (AC 000.46) It is noteworthy that the Submission does not contend that section 286(3)

of the Companies Act was not complied wittu because ifthis contention had been made it would

have been grounds to state tlrat an offence in terms of the Companies Act had been committed.

Nevertheless, the requirements of this section of the Companies Act have an important bearing on the

contentions made in the Submission.

1.4 The meaning of section 286(3) ofthe Companies Act was an issue that the standard setters wanted to

understand, so in 1977 they obtained an opinion from Senior Counsel on this issue. The appendix to

AC 100 deals with the opinion that the Accounting Practices Board ("APB") obtained in relation to

two questions dealing with compliance with GAAP, one ofwhich was as follows:

". Does compliance with a statement of GAAP, issued by the APB, constitute

compliancewiththe requiremenls of Section 286(3) of the Companies Act?
" A summary of Senior Counsel's opinion in relation to this question as contained in the appendix

states the following:

o llith reference to thefirst question posed, Senior Counsel k of the opinion that, having

regard to the procedure adopted by the APB in considering and approving statements of

GAAP and to the composition of the APB, that to the extent that a company in dratving up its

financial statements complies with, and on auditor in carrying out his dutiesfollows, a

statement of the APB, they "can safely assume that they have compliedwith the provisions of

the Companies Act in respecl of 'generally accepted accounting practice"'.

. Counsel reached the conclusion that, while compliance with APB statements removes any

fear of non-compliance with the requirements of the Companies



Act to conformwith generally accepted accountingpractice, non-compliance "could " or

,,mqy ,, constitute a controvention of the Act in that regard, but would not necessarily do

so. "

1.5 The appendix to AC 100 is a summary of the opinion prepared by S Kentridge SC. The opinion itself

includes the following comments in relation to fair presentation: "There may be no particular

practice which is commonly or as a general nrle applied. 'Accepted accounting practice' in this

context would cover any practice which would in general be regarded by accorrrtants as

permissible, or within the tolerated limits of accounting practice, even by accorurtants who do not

use that method themselves. For practical pu{poses, therefore, the whole pluase can be taken to

cover any practice ,*{rich the bulk ;ofthe accounting profession would regard as being within the

range of permissible altematives.

"Whether a practice is 'generally accepted' is a matter partly of fact and partly of professional

opinion.

"Nonetheless, the question whether any particular practice complies with the statutory requirement

remairs a matter of fact and of professional opinion to be decided upon the merits of each particular

casg.tt

1.6 The comments in 1.4 and 1.5 above are relevant in regard to (1) the application of GAAP and (2) the

accounting for issues not covered by GAAP. With GAAP largely being concemed with the

minimum requirements of GAAp (see 6.2.3.below), there is little guidance outside of the above

commenrs on iszues not covered by GAAP, r,vhictr, for example, includes disclosures in excess of

those required by GAAP and the accounting for investnents before AC 133 was issued.

1.7 The above comments mean that directors have some discretion that they can use in preparing financial

statements. Accordingly compliance with section 256(3)ofthe Companies Act is achieved if it can be

shown that the practic€s adopted by the Group would "in general be regarded by accountants as

permissible." Accordingly those responsible for the preparation of the financial statements, namely the

directors, should only be judged on this requirement. This would be the case even if others were to

contend there were beffer altematives available. In addition, the above means that others should not be

judgng financial statements based on their specific expectations



1 . 8

without considering *{rether the financial statements are "within the range of permissible

altematives."

The submission states, "Finnncial statements should not be described as complyingwith Statements

of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice unless they comply with all the requirements of each

applicable Statement and each applicable approved inlerpretation. " (1 .3 .5 .2, pg 76 and AC 1 0 1 . 1 2)

The implications of this on the discwsion in 1.3 to 1.7 above needs to be considered. In

order to comply with both the Companies Act and GAAP the discretion that the directors have is

limited to those areas where GAAP is not prescriptive. Therefore as new GAAP is issued it is likely

to either change existing acceptable practices or reduce the mlnber of options considered to b€

acceptable, but if GAAP does not deal with specific issues then the discretion which directors have

remairs as long as it does not contadict other requirements of GAAP.

Some of the contentions made in the Submission are based on the extent of

disclosures uihere the Submission contends that additional disclosures should have been providd

but where, as noted beloq in my opinion, the disclosures provided are within the range of

permissible altematives. This opinion is based on my knowledge of the extent of disclosures

provided at the time the financial statements were prepared by other companies, as a result of

reading various financial statements on a periodic basis. It iVnot common practice for companies to

provide disclosures on individual investnents, utrere they hold a number of investnents, other than

the disclosures required in terms of the Fourth schedule to the Companies Act (sw2.2 below).

As noted in part 1 ofthe repor! most ofthe contentions in the Submission relate to

Cytech. tn assessing the contentiors made regarding Cytech the relative size of this invesffnent

should be considered. In paragraph 63 (pg418) it is stated that it represented 85% of total

investing income and60ohof profitbefore tax inthe 2000 financial statements andtherefote "ffie

mnteriality and significance on Netainment or the Netainment group is obvious. " The Submission

however, does not state that investing income comprises 47,s%oof an amount of income that was

analysed in the notes; in addition it assumes that there were no expenses incurred in relation to

Cytech. The Submission d. \ not quantify the impact of Cytech on the 2001 financial siatements in

the same way as noted in paragraph 61 (pg418). but still contended that disclosures were not

provided " de spit e the N e t ainme nt - gr oup's' mat er ial ity

1.9



and/or significance to the Group. "(6.8.8, pg419). From the financial statements for the three yean

coveredbythe SubmissionCl'techrepresented 6,80 ,4,4yoand3,7Yoofthe assets of Corpcapital for

2000, 2001 and2})2respectively. Regarding the revaluation of Cytech it represented 3I,5o oftotal

income before interest and bad debts in the 2000 income statement and l02o/o in the 2001 income

statemen! whereas nrhe}ffi2income statement the investnent was equity accounted and the

goodwill relating to this investnent was both amortised and impaired. Cytech was accounted for on

the same basis in the 2000 and 2001 financial statements and based on the above the significance of

Cytech in the 2001 financial statements was much lower than it was in the 2000 financial stiatements,

but the Submission does appear to acknowledge this'

I .1 I Comments in the Submission can be as suggesting that it is preferable for investrnents to

be shown at cost and not fair value (see 3.2 below). The reality ofthe tend in accounting standards in

recent years is to focus more on assets and liabilities and less on the income statement and for more

emphasis to be placed on the fair values as opposed to cost. This view has been expressed by certain

standard setters sylng that it is better to be approximately right than precisely wrong when comparing

the merits of showing the fair value of assets and liabilities in balance sheets as opposed to stating them

at cost Paragnph .06 of AC 101 states, "The objective of general purposefirwncial statements is to

provide information about thefinancial position, performance and cashflows of an enterprise that is

useful to o wide range of users in making economic decisions. This information, alongwith other

information inthe notes tofinancial statements, ansl's/s users inpredictingthe enterprise'sfuture

cashflows and in particular the timing and certainty of the generation of cash and cash equivalents."

The standard setters argue that cost is not usefi.rl in predicting future cash flows. In additiorU the

financial statements should reflect the results of stewardship by the directors; meaning that increases in

value should be reported as they arise. If profits were only reported when inveshnents are realised then

directors would be able to determine the extent and timing of profits by deciding whether and to what

extent invesftnents should be sold. As a result of the possibility of manipulating profits in this way, the

standard setters have moved towards requiring invesffnents to be recorded at fair values. As a result of

this approach the income statement has largely become the difference between two balance sheets. This

has meant that as a consequence the previous distinction between realised and unrealised profits has

become less important. In the past only realised profits were included in the income statement with now

uuealised profits being more

l 0



commonly included in the income statemen! without a split between realised and unrealised

amounts always being required for investrnents. If investors want to know more about the extent of

profits that have been realised, then the cash flow statement becomes usefi.rl in this regard as it

highlights the cash realised from operating activities, whereas the income stiatement includes both

realised and unrealised amounts from operating activifies. Another example of a changed approach

to accorurting issues was the changes made to the Companies Act during 1999 and in particular

section 90. In tlre past companies could only pay dividends out of profits, with some ofthe case law

dealing with whether dividends could be paid ou! of unrealised profits, whereas now they can make

payments out of capital, regardless of whether there arc any profits, as long as they are liquid and

solvent after the payment is made. Therefore urtil 1999 case law was making a distinction between

realised and wnealised profits for dMdend pulposes, whereas now even the distinction between

profits and other equity has become less important.

l.l2 trn regard to the various contentions noted in Part 1, a summary of the conclusions I have reached in

6.5 and 7 below is as follows:

l.l2.l The disclosures required in terms of the Fourth schedule to the Companies Act in relation to

Cytechwere adequate

1.12.2 The accourting teafrnent and accounting policies used for Cytech were

appropriate, except that Cy'tech should have been regarded as ajoint venture and not an

associate, but this difference would have had little effect on the financial statements

l.lZ.3 Except for the issue noted :ri-l.lz.2above the disclosures provided in respect of Cytech

were adequate

1.12.4 The deficiencies noted in the Submission that did not relate specifically to Cytech are not

considered valid contentions.

l.lZ.5 As a result of the above issues, which were the bases of the contentions that fair

presentation and compliance with GAAP were not achieved. I believe that the Group can

state that their disclosgres in the 2000,2001 and2002 financial statements in respect of the

contentions comply with generally accepted accounting practice without any material

deviation.

l l



Comments. disctssion and conclusion on specific issues

Information material to an appreciation of the Group's affairs

2.1 Inrelationto the revaluation of Cytech it is contended (8.4.1.1, pg 155; 9.3,p9167 and 10.4.1.1' pg

179) tt13t certain information was not provided in the 2000 and 2001 directors' reports. This relates to

,,T)ie Directors' Report did not deal properly, or at all, with the revaluntion of Cyech as required

by pora 66(2) which states that "Any matter not prescribed by thk Schedule but -which is msterial

for the appreciationofthe state of afairs ofthe compqny andits subsidiaries, rf any, shnll be dealt

with in the directors'report under appropriate headings " and Pma 67 whichprovides that "67(n)

[sicJ The said report shall generally review the business and operations of the comparty during the

accounting period and the results thereof and shall deal with every fact or ciratmstance material to

the appreciation ofthe state of afairs andfinancial position of the company by its members

inctuding a stalement of the estimatedproportion of net income or loss attributahle to the various

classes of brciness of the company" and para.72 which requires that

2.2 C GENERAL REWEW OF GROUP (Pua 7)

"72 The saidreport shnll-

(a) generallyrevian the bwiness and operations of the group duringthe

accounting period and the results thereof and shnll deal with everyfact or

circumstance mnterial to the appreciation of the state of affoirs andfirnncial position

of the group by the members ofthe holding compally;"(8.4.1.1, pg 155)

The following comments are made regarding this contention:

2.1.1. As noted n2.43 and2.4.5 below the fact that unlisted investnents were shown at fair

value and the extent of the income from realised and unrealised changes in the value of

investnents included in the income statement were both disclosed in the financial

statements.

2.L2. The requirements ofthe Fourth Schedule to the Companies Act are fairly general and

therefore what would be satisfactory to one reader of the financial statements might not be

similarly considered by another. From my reading of financial stiatements it appears that

the above requirements are generally as applying to tarsactions outside the

normal tading activities of a group, which can have an abnormal impact on the income

statement, and not to the normal trading activities of a group. For example, if

t2



a contractor makes profits on some contracts but losses on others, there is no requirement that

this be disclosed. Accordingly it is diffrcult to argue that the contention that the Group did not

comply with the requirement of the Fourth Schedule would be upheld by a wide body of

shareholders particularly as (1) the Group has provided information at a primary (income

statement) and secondary level (notes to the income statement) and (2) the level of

information provided is similar to that provided by many other companies (e.g. AMB

Holdings Ltd, Brait SA Group Ltd, Firstrand Banking Group Ltd, Genbel Securities Ltd,

lnvestec Group Ltd, PSG Group Ltd and Sasfin Holdings Ltd). As noted in 1.7 above, ifthe

extent of disclosures is within permissible altematives, then the requirements of the

Companies Act are regarded as being complied with. This issue is considered further in 6.2

below where I conclude that there is not enough evidence to justifu that the disclosures

provided were insufficient.

The name of investments and percentage holdings

2.2 The Submission contends (8.4.1 .2,pg155 and 9.3, pg167) thatthe 2000 annua'

financial statements for both Corpgro and Corpcapital did not provide the required disclosures in

terms of para graph2T of the Fourth Schedule regarding details of investments' What the

Submission did not state is that there is an exception from this requirement where there are more

than five different listed or unlisted investments. Accordingly I believe that the companies were not

required to provide the information stated in the contention seeing that there were more than these

number of invesfinents. However, where the Group could be criticised is that when this exemption

applies the information may be included in a schedule or register and that the financial statements

should state that the schedule or register is open for inspection in terms of section I l3 of the

Companies Act and no such statement is contained in the furancial statements. Even this argument is

open to debate as the auditors of the Group have stated they believed that this requirement applies to

long-term investments and not investments held for sale, seeing that the Fourth Schedule has a

similar requirement for fixed assets (paragraph22(2)of the Fourth Schedule). Accordingly I believe

the contention made in the Submission is not valid.
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Income from listed and unlisted investments

The Submission contends that the requirement in terms of paragraph 42 (a) of the Fourth Schedule

to the Companies Act for income from investrnents to be split between listed and unlisted

investnents have not been complied with (S.1.1. pg87;9.1.1, pg 89; 8.4.1.3, pg 156; 9'3,pg167;

10.4.I.2,pg179).ln this regard the following issues are relevant:

23 .l The examples of the types of income given in the paragaph are interest, dividends and

other specified income. This implies that the emphasis is on income received from the

investrnent as opposed to profits and losses on the sale of investrnents'

2.3.2 This argument is also supported by the requirement in paragnph 42(n) of the Fourttr

Schedule to disclose "the aggregate amount of profits and losses on the realisation,

scrapping or other disposal of non-trading, rtxed and other non-cLilnent assets- " This

paragpph is more specific regarding the requirement to show profits and losses on the sale

of inveshnents and while requiring the profits and losses on the sale of investrnents to be

disclosed, does not require the profits and losses to be split betrveen listed and unlisted

invesfinents.

2.3.3 It could be argued that paragraph 42(n) does not relate to unrealised profits and losses, but

it needs to be appreciated that the words in paragraph 42(a) and(n) are unchanged from

their initial issue in 1973, except for the inclusion of the examples of the types of income,

whichwereaddedinwitheffectforfinancialstatementswithanissuedateafter3l March

1993, and that until in recent years it was not common for the unrealised increase in the

value of shares to be included in the income statement. Accordingly I believe that the

Fourth Schedule was not drafted to require the disclosure of unrealised profits and losses

on investnents.

2.3.4 Another argument that could be made is that in terms of AC 000 the definition of income

includes gains. Again this definition was intoduced after the Fourth Schedule was issued,

so the intended meaning of income as
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contained in paragraph 42(a) should be derived from the examples as noted above.

2.3.5 I accordingly believe that the two paragraphs in the Fourth Schedule would not be expected

to be confradictory or repetitious and that the Group has complied with the more directly

appl icable requirement.

2.3.6 Therefore I agree with the Group's auditors who believe the Group were not in

contravention of the Fourth Schedule.

Abnormal items of income

The Submission contends (8.4.1.3, pg 156; 9.3, pg 167 andl0.4.l.2,pgl79) thatthe requirements

of paragraph 42(s) of the Fourth Schedule have not been complied with in respect of the 2000 and

2001 financial statements. This paragraph relates to the disclosure of abnormal items and the

contention is that "The 
fact thnt a bulk of the "irwesting income " comes from an upward

revaluation by management of an unlisted irwestment is particularly relevant to an understanding of

the ofs. Itwas also, in my opinion, "abnormal in amount" and sofell to be separately disclosed "

(8.4.1.3, pg 156). The following comments are made regarding these contentions:

2.4.1. The income statements in these financial statements are prepared on the "additive" basis'

meaning all major categories of income and expense are disclosed on the face of the

income statement, supplemented by notes to the income statement.

2.4.2. Accordingly major variances from the previous year would be evident from the income

statement and related notes.

2.4.3. From the accounting policies it is clear that investments are shown at fair value and that

changes in fair value are included in the income statement'

2.4.4. From the notes to the financial statements it is clear that investments include both listed

and unlisted invesfinents because the carrying value for these categories are disclosed.
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2.4.5. From reading the income statement it would be evident that the change in the fair value of

investments would be included in "Investing, trading and fee income" because no other

category would be appropriate" in addition from the note to this item it becomes even more

evident as it shows "investing income" which is the single biggest item of income. In the

2001 financial statements the note goes even further and splits investing income between

realised and unrealised amounts. In paragraph 6.7 (pg4l S) it was accepted that the

revaluation was included in investing income.

2.4.6. AC 133, which was initially issued in December l999,was the first local

accounting statement that required companies (other than long-term insurers) to include

investments on the balance sheet at fair value. This statement does not make a distinction

between listed and unlisted investments and accordingly as it was giving the direction of

accounting standards, could have been taken into consideration after its issue regarding the

extent of disclosures as long as it did not contradict existing requirements.

2.4.7 . The above comments indicate that changes in the value of investments were disclosed and

that there was no requirement for the amount relating to unlisted companies to be shown

separately and therefore the contention in the Submission is not accepted' In addition, the

contention regarding abnormal items is also not accepted seeing that the extent of investing

income was disclosed.

lnvestment in Cy'tech to be equity accounted or shown at cost

3.1 A fair proportion of the Submission deals with the detail of the contention that the

accounting for Cytech was inappropriate (8.5, pg156-164;9.4.pg367-168;10.5. pg 180-185 and

I 1.15-1 1.30, Pg 195-213).

The contention is that for 2000 and 2001 "In my opinion, Cytech should hcwe been classified as an

,,associete,, in terms of AC t I0 and it should hsve been accountedfor and disclosed in terms of AC

J I 0,, (8. 5.\, pg t 56) and "To the extent to which Corpcapital hetd the iwestment "exclusively with

a view to its disposal in the near future 
" AC I l0 required it to be carried at cost rather than at fair

value "(8.5.1.5.1,
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pg 157). Paragraph 9.4.1 ofthe Submission (pg 167) states these comments also relate to the 2000

financial statements of both Corpcapital and Corpgro, whereas paragraph 10.5.1 (pg 180) states these

comments also relate to the 2001 financial statements. The following comments relate to these

contentions:

3. I . 1 . The contention that Cytech is an associate is based on the argument that the holding was more than

20%(8.5.1.2,pg156)andthatCorpcapitalhadsignificantinfluenceoverCytech(8.5.1.3,pg 157).

The contention is made without considering whether the investnent might have been ajoint

venture inst€ad.

3.1.2. Had this possibility been investigated it would have been found that there is an agreement between

Corpcapital and the other m{or shareholders of Cytech in which the parties agree to jointly contol

Cvtech. AC 119.04 *ates "The existence of a contractual arrangement distinguishes interests that

iwolve joint control from investmenls in associates in which the investor has significant

influence." Corpcapital and these other major shareholders each hold 47,Syo of the shares of

Cytect, with the remaining 5% of the shares being held by a party wlro does not have any voting

rights.

3.1.3. The agreement states that the establishment and management of appropriate corporate stuctures is

subject to Corpcapital's approval. It also requires certain decisions to be approved by both

Corpcapital and one ofthe vendors, including decisions normally requiring the approval of a

company in general meeting, unbudgeted capital expenditure, the conclusion ofmaterial supply

agreements, changes in professional advisors and management fees payable to shareholders. These

are conditions that indicate tfiat "those decisions in areas essential to the goals of the joint venture

[th"t] require the consent of all venturers and those decisions thnt may require the consent of a

specified mnjority ofthe venntrers "(AC 119.06) and accordingly meets the requirements for ajoint

venflire.

3.1.4. In terms of AC 119.36,as noted n4.1.2-4 below, ajoint venhre that is

acquired and held exclusively with a view to its subsequent disposal in the near future should be

accounted for in accordance with AC 1 33 (even though AC 133 which had been issued in

December 1999 had not became effective).
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3.1.5. Even if the investment could have been regarded as an associate, the contention in regard to the

2001 financial statements is not correct because in April 2001 the wording of ACI 10.07 was

changed to eliminate reference to the cost method. Instead investments that were not to be equity

accounted, were to be accounted for in terms of AC I 33 on a similar basis to joint ventures. This

change was introduced by AC 102 which was effective for periods commencing on or after I

January 1999 and therefore retrospectively also allowing fair values to be used in the 2000 financial

statements, seeing that the change was not included in the changes effective for periods

commencing for periods beginning on or after I January 2001 . This change to AC I I 0 follows the

same change made to the intemational equivalent of AC I10, namely IAS 28, in October 2000. The

change to LAS 28 became effective when the intemational equivalent of AC 133. namely tAS 39

became effective. However when AC I l0 was changed it was not linked at that stage to AC 133,

although the change was later also included in the appendix to AC 133 when its effective date was

later delayed by eighteen months. Therefore, while there might be uncertainty about the effective

date of the change to AC 110, based on the above it could have been applied in the 2001 financial

statements, with a case that could be made for it being applied in the 2000 financial statements. The

change to tAS 28 was made before the 2000 financial statements were approved on l7 November

2000 and so at that date a consequential change to AC I l0 would have been expected, seeing that it

was known that accounting standards in South Africa were being harmonised with intemational

standards, although the effective, date of the change to AC 110 could not have been anticipated then.

3.1.6. Accordingly I believe the Group should have shown the inveshnent in Cytech in accordance with

AC 133 and that cost or use of the equity method in accordance with AC I 10 was not required. In

addition, in terms of 3.1.2-.3 above, Cytech should have been disclosed as a joint venture and not

as an associate. The implication of this opinion is noted in 4.1.6 below.

3.1.7 For an associate to be accounted for as an investment in terms of AC 133 there is a requirement

that "the investment 'is acquired and held exclusively with a view to its subsequent disposal in the

nearfuture (AC- 110.07) The term "near future" is also used in AC 132 and AC 119 for

subsidiaries and joint ventures respectively that should be accounted for as investments.
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3.1.g. The Submission has not questioned the meaning of this term nor its application in the case

of Cytectr, but could have done so'

3.1.9. The question is how long is the "near fuhre." The expected time period to be used in relation to this

term is not dealt with in AC I 10, AC 1 19 0r AC I32.

3. I . I 0. There is currently a proposal to change this term in these statements to "within twelve months from

acquisition." The basis of conclusion for the proposed changes to the statements does not provide any

comment as to (1) why the change is proposed, (2) whettrer the standard setters were of the view that

this phrase was being interpreted too liberally or no! or (3) whether the change was regmded as

increasing or decreasing the period normally associated with the near fi;ture. These proposed changes

followthose proposed inthe intemational equivalens of AC 110, AC 119 and AC I32.

3.1 . 1 1 . However, from comments I have heard from others involved in the standard setting process in this

country it seems that there is consensrs that the proposed change is regarded as reducing the

maximum period normally associated with the near fuhre. This implies that the near fuhre has until

now notjust been interpreted as being a period of twelve months or less, but c.ould be a longer

period.

3.1 .12. In terms of US Generally Accepted Accounting Practice ("US GAu\P";

companies were not required to be consolidated if control was likely to be temporary. I argue that

this requirement is similar to that contained in AC 1 10.07. This wording was contained in US GAAP

from 1g5g until2001. Eventhough inthe uS guidatrce and interpretations are often given on various

aspects of US GAAP, far more than given in other counties, there was no official guidance or

interpretation issued which interprets how long temporary would be considered to be.

3.1.13. Some books which deal with Intemational Accounting Standards, while mentioning the term "near

fuhlre,,, do not have any discusion on the meaning of this term. This includes books produced by

Deloitte & Touche and by the former Secretary-General ofthe International Accourting Standards

Committee (the predecessor to the Intemational Accourting Standards Board, who presently publish

Intemational Financiat Reporting Standards which are replacing existing Intemational Accounting

Standards
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and on which SA GAAP is based). The Deloitte & Touche book does however state that the UK

requirements are mol€ prescriptive than the requirements in terms of Intemational Accounting

Standards.

3 . 1 . 14. Books produced by Everingham and Watson on SA GAAP and those produced by Coopers &

Lybrand and Emst & Young that dea.l with Intemational Accounting Standards all state that no

clarity is provided on what time period is envisagd but believe the tlK guidattc" is reasonable and

may be usefirl. It needs to be appreciated however that the views expressed in some of these books

are likely be influenced by the fact that some of the authors appear to be based in the UK.

3 . 1 . 1 5. The UK guidance refers to "an interest held exclusively with a view to its subsequent resale", with

one ofthe examples provided in the Emst & Yourg book having an extact from the Barclays PLC

financial statements that deals with a company acquired :lrr1992 which was not consolidated for this

reason and which was sold in nvo parts during 1997, with the second part due for completion in

Febnrary 1998. This means that a subsidiary was not consolidated for a five-year period while it was

being held exclusively with a view to its subsequent resale.

3. 1 . 1 6. The UK guidatr.e expands on the meaning of "an interest held exclusively with a view to its

subsequent resale" by stating that it mears "an interest for which a pwchaser is being sought and

which is expected to be disposed of within one year of its acquisition; or an interest that was

acquired as a result of the enforcement of a security, unless the interest has become part of the

continuing activities of the group or the holder acts as if it intends the interest to become so." The

issue as a result of this is whether a company can follow the general principle outlined in the UK

guidance (together with the related example) or rarhether it should go further and also follow the

more detailed Sridance.

3.1.17 . In terms of AC 101.23 management is to use its judgment in developing

accounting standads for areas that are not specifically dealt with in GAAP. For this purpose they

should consider, inter alia the requirements in other GAAP statements or Intemational Acmunting

Standards dealing with similar and related issues (which have no guidance as noted above) and

pronouncements of other standard setting bodies and accepted indus[y
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practice. In this regard while there is UK guidance, it seems based on the comment in 3.1.1 1 above

tf13t in this country that this guidar* has been widely (i.e. not taking the detailed

goidatrce noted in 3.1.16 above into accowrt) by some, meaning thatthis is regarded by those as an

accepted indushy practice, making it a generally accepted accounting practice. Accordingly the LIK

guid-ce is usefirl but not necessarily prescriptive.

3.1.18. This mears, based on the above, ttrat "near future" cannot just be regarded as being twelve months

or less, with it being debatable as to how much longer it could represent. Accordingly if shares are

not likely to be sold within trvelve months, it does not necessarily prevent such investrnents being

considered as being held for disposal inthe near future.

3. 1 . I 9. It is interesting to note in the UK that investrnent trxts or venture capitalisS are not required to

equity accourt associates. Instead they are held as part of an invesfnent portfolio, with their value

to investors being reflected through their balance sheet value. This method of determining the

carryrng amount in the balance sheet value is not dependent on the extent or the nature of the

invesftnent (e.g. inveshnent or associate) because the size ofthe holding is often not important to the

investor and can change as a result of corporate activity (e.g. an associate could become an

investrnent ifthe company issues shares to acquire another company). These investors are more

concemed with the value oftheir investnent than their percentage ownership of another mmpany.

ln addition, the focus ofthese investors is to buy shares in order to develop the company so that is

can be sold for at an increased value, rather than on the naflre of the invesftnent and the extent of

influence over the company. While this approach is not currently provided for in SA GAAP, it is

included inthe currentproposed changes to GAAP. Accordingly this proposed change mears that

the change refened in 3. I . 10 above regarding selling within trruelve months of acquisition would not

be expected to apply to private equity invesftnents. This again supports the contention that private

equity type of investrnents, which in essence is what Cytech was, were not necessarily expected to

be sold within twelve months of acquisition. In additiorU the focus of reporting is expected to be on

the porfolio, rather than on any individual investrnen! which is what the Group followed.
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At present it seems that the shndard setter will rcquire all associates to be shown at fair valt'e in

the futye, although this has not yet been included in any proposed changes to accounting

standards.

3 .I .20. Regarding the intention to sell Cyech I have been provided with the following

ffirmation:

3.1.20.1. In May 2000 asponsoring broker pitched to list Cltech on the Altemate Investrnent

Market ("AIM") market in lnndon

3.1.20.2. Discussions regarding this listing were put on hold as a result of discussions to merge

Cyech with another online casino business. One example was a heads of ageement

signed in August 2000. The intention was to listthe merged g'oup. Merger agreements

were signed in October 2000, with due diligence completed in November 2000, but the

merger failed in March 2001 when one of the parties required to consent to the merger,

namely the software zupplier, withheld their mnsent.

3.1.20.3. In March 2001 merger discussions were held with another intemet gambling company

but were terminated as a result of the other shareholders in Cjtech not wanting to merge

with a company that was less profitable than Cytech and thereby believing they were

glving away too much ofthe potential upside value in Cytech.

3.1.2I. Based on this information there is evidence that the goup were actively

looking to realise their inveshnent in Cytech at the August 2000 year-end. At August 2001 there

would have been evidence oftwo merger attempts during the year, which would have been gourds

to support a contention that the goup were still looking to sell Cytech, unless there was any

evidence to the con0ary. The fact tllat the mergers were not successful was not becatse of an

urwillingness to sell Cytech. Accordingly there appears to be grounds that the Cytech investnent

could be regarded as being held for disposal in the near future in both the 2000 and 2001 financial

statements. This is also supported by the information that the executive chairman of Corpcapital at

that time was regularly exhorling the directors to sell the various invesfnents.

3.1.22. Regarding the disclosure in the 2000 and 2001 financial statements, an associate is defined in

the accounting policies as "an entity in which the
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goup has a long-term interest". It is interesting to note that the accourting policy for

subsidiaries states that "investrnents where contol is of a temporary nature " are not

consolidated, because the phrase "near future" is used in accounting standards in relation to

both associates and subsidiaries. This together withthe accotuting policy for associates

implies that "temporary" associates were not equity accounted.

3 .1.23 . In the 2000 financial statements it states in regard to Netainment that there was a "futther

development of successfi.rl early stage venture capital investrnent into a leading intemational

online gaming and leisure goup" whereas inthe 2001 financial statements is states that

'The division follows a sbategy of maximising the value of strategic invesfrnents ttfough

active management. The division values each investrnent to fair market value which

process has been validated by consistently realising more than the canying value of the

investnent."

3.1.24. In hindsight it could be said that the disclosures in the financial statements should have

been more specffic conceming the intention of the goup to sell certain inveshnents within a

specmed perio4 but the financial statements at least indicate that the g'oup may have

temporary investrnents and that it has realised certain investrnents. Accordingly the

disclosures provided would fall within acceptable limits, seeing that there is no requirement

for the company's interpretation ofthe meaning of "near future" to be disclosed.

Inappropriate to value an unlisted investment at a market value

The Submission contents '.hat it was inappropriate for Cytech to be marked to a market basis of

valnation (4.3.i ,pg l4). As noted in the-covering letter this report does not co^'er whether the value

placed on the Clriecft invesftnent was appropriate or noi. ttowever the following comments are made

regarding the valuation:

3.2.1. Asnotedinparagnph10.5.1.5(pglSl)AC l33hasapresumptionthatfairvaluecanbe

reliably measured for most financial assets classified as available for sale or held for

trading, but also states that the presumption can be ovellome in certain circumstances,

particularlY unquoted equity

5.2
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instruments. Paragraph 10.5.1.7 (pg 151) thenquotesAC 133.96-.98,.100-.l03withlittle comment

on their application to Corpcapital. Some of the wording in these paragraphs is relevant. These

include thefollowing:

3.2.1 . t "Situations in which fair value is reliably measurable include..(c) a financial instrument for

which there is an appropriate valuation model and for which the data inputs to that model

can be measured reliably because the data come from active markets ." (AC I33.97)

3.2.1.2 "The fair value of a financial asset or financial liability may be

determined by one of several generally accepted methods. Valuation techniques should

incorporate the assumptions that market participants would use in their estimate affair

values..." (AC I33.98)

3.2.1.3 "If a market for a financial instrument is not an active market'

published price quotations may have to be adjusted to arrive at a reliable measure of fair

value... Techniques that are well established in financial markets include reference to the

current market value of another insffument that is substantially the same, discounted

cashflowanalysis,andoptionpricingmodels'"(AC133'101)

3.2.1.4 ,,If a market does not exist for a financial instrument but a market exists for a similar,

financial instrument, fair value is constructed on the basis of the market value of the

similar financial instrument. "(AC 133'102)

3.2.1.5.,?isnormallypossibletoestimatethefairvalueofafinancialassetthatanenterprisehas

acquired from an outside parry' "(AC 133'103)

3.2.2 These quote indicate that even though the share was unlisted it did not

preduce a reliable foir value being placed on the investment in Cytech. AC 133 startsfrom the

presumption that a reliablefair value can be placed on shores, whether listed or not. It does not

have a presumption that a reliabte fair value cannot be determinedfor a unlisted share, which

seems to be the contention in the Submission whichsla/es "Fifthly, the marked to market basis of

valuation assumes a ready market for the investment, It is

. A
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appropriatefor listed iwestmentsfor which there is a reody market, but notfor unlisted minority

shareholdings such as that of OId CorpCapital in Cytech. "(4.3.7, pg I4)

3.2.3 This contention is not supported by the above quotes from AC 133, because as the quotes from AC

133.101 and .102 show it is acceptable to place a value of shares that are unlisted. As noted in3.2.l

above the Submission accepts AC 133 has a presumption that fair value can be reliably measured,

meaning that if fair value cannot be measured reliably it is the exception.

3.2.4 The issue of reliability of measurement is dealt with in the Framework for the Preparation and

Presentation of Financial Statements. Paragraph 86 of AC 000 states "ln many cases, cost or value

must be estimated; the use ofreasonable estimates is an essential part of the preparation of

finnncial statements and does not undermine their reliability." Similar wording is used in AC

103.22. "The we ofreasonable estimates is an essential part of the preparation ffirnncial

statements and daes not unfurmine their reliability. "

3.2.5 In paragraph 11.25.8 @gaa\ it is contended that "It seems that the vahntionwas simply based on

the 47,5% of the profits or cashJlow to by [sic] received by Cytech Ltdfrom the Netainment

business as a whole. If that is so, the valuation is fundamentally flawed. The future cashflow to the

Group and/or Corylrwest could only come by way of dividends." This contention is at variance

with the definition of value in use quoted earlier in the Submission ( I | .25 .5 , pg 448), which also

includes cash flows from disposal of the asset. In cases where shares are held for disposal most of

the value of use would be expected to consist of disposal proceeds. This comment is reinforced by

AC I 10.23 which *ates "In determining the value in use of the irwestment, an enterprise estimates:

(a) its share of the present value of the estimatedfutare cashJlows expected to be

generated by the iwestee as awhole, including the cashflowsfrom the operations of the

investee and the proceeds on the ultimate disposal of the iwestment, or

(b) the present value of the estimated future cashflows expected to arise from

dividends to be receivedfrom the investment andfrom its ultimate disposol.
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Under appropriate assumptiorc, both nethods give the same resuJt. " Accordingly the

Submission is not correct in implying that the valuation of Cytech could only be based on

future dividends. In addition the valuation basis as noted in AC 1 10.23(a) is in line with the

basis used as quoted above, meaning that the comment that the valuation is fi.mdamentally

flawed is also not corect.

3.2.6. Inparagrapha.3.6(pg 14)itiscontendedthatnominoritydiscountwasappliedin
determining the valuation. This c.ontention is not supported by AC 428.10 which states
"Equity instruments hnve only onefair value in a mrrket. .. Therefore, estimates of

premiumsfor large, and discountsfor small, blocks of equity instruments issued in

comparison to that exchanged in observable trarsactions Qre not cortsidered " This

supports the argument that it was not necessary for a minority discount to be applied in

determining the valuation.

3.2.7 . Accordingly I do not believe that it is inappropriate to value an unlisted invesfrnent at

market value.

Inappropriate accounting policies and change in comparative figures

The contention in relation to the 2}}2frnancial statements (11.15-11.30, pg 195-213) revolves

arognd the changed accounting for Cy'tech and that it should have been revolves around the equity

accognting for associated companies that previously were accounted for as inveshnents. As noted

in 3.1.3 above I am of the opinionthatthe inveshnent should be regarded as ajointventure, but for

the purpose of the discussion on this particular issue it will be assumed that the investrnent is an

associate seeing that the same issues apply whether the investrnent is an associate or a joint venture.

The following comments are relevant inthis regard:

3.3.1 The accourting policies for 2001 state that "an associate is an entity in which the group has

a long-term interest and over which it has the ability to exercise significant influence but

not contol." The same wording is used in the 2002 accounting policies. These accoturting

policies are in line withthe

3.3
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requirements of AC I10, which states that investments acquired and held exclusively with a view to its

subsequent disposal in the near future should not be equity accounted. While the invesfinents acquired and

held for disposal are in terms of AC I10.09 stilltermed associate companies, they are not required in terms

of AC 101.67 to be grouped together with other associate companies in the balance sheet in that only

"irwestments accountedfor using the equity method" are required to be shown separately on the face of the

balance sheet.

3.3.2. The issue is whether an associate that is required to be accounted for on the equity method, whereas

previously it did not meet the requirements to be accounted for on the equity method, is a change in

accounting policy.

3.3.3. In this case it appears there was a change in intention regarding certain

investments during the year, in that investments acquired with the intention of being held

exclusively for sale were no longer held for disposal in the near future. AC I l0 does not deal with

situations where associates previously not equity accounted are required to be equity accounted,

which can arise on a change in intention in holding an investnent or when severe long-term

restrictions that significantly impair im ability to transfer funds to the investor are removed. A

change of intention does not appear to have been accepted in the Submission (l 1.26.2, pg 210).

3.3.4. My understanding is that old Corpcapital's strategy was to realise its

investments in the snort term, while Corpgro's approach was to manage and develop its

invesfinents over time and that after the merger of the two companies, the Corpgo management

philosophy prevailed. This resulted in the classification of certain investnents being reviewed in the

2002 financial year as they were no longer regarded as being held exclusively for their disposal in

the near future. Cytech was such an investment. Where, however, the financial statements can be

criticised is that more explanation could have been provided regarding this change of intention.

While the change was disclosed in the financial statements, it focuses on adopting consistent

principles of classification and accounting treatment of investments, instead of the change in

intention. However, the result of the change in intention is reflected in the financial statements.
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3.3.5. In this situation, as noted in 3.3.1. above, the stated accounting policy has not been changed and has

been applied consistently to both years, but different results have arisen because ofchanged

intentions. The changed intentions are themselves not a change in accounting policy. When a

change in accounting policy occurs it is normal for the comparative figures to be restated on the

basis that the new principle would have been appropriate to use previously, whereas in this case it

was not appropriate for equity accounting to be used in the previous year for these investments.

3.3.6. This can be likened to other situations. If for example, investments can be valued either at cost or at

valuation, it is appropriate to restate the comparative figures if the accounting policy for

investments is changed from cost to valuation. This can be contrasted with valuing inventories at the

lower of cost and net realisable value. If in one year cost is less than net realisable value where as in

the next year net realisable value is less than cos! this does not mean there is a change in accounting

policy and that the previous year's carrying, value is restated from cost to net realisable value. This

second situation is similar to that of equity accounting where a change in circumstances does not

require the comparative figures to be restated.

3.3.7 Another example relates to financial instruments. In terms of AC 133 the classification of certain

financial instruments can be changed without the change being regarded as a change in accounting

policy requiring the comparative figures to be restated (see AC I 33 .9 1) and (93) which deal with a

change of intention for held-to-maturiry invesfinents). These examples do rnr- seem to have been

considered in the Submission.

3.3.8. In the Submission it is contended (11.21.1.2,pg206) thata change in

classification is unwarranted because a change in the basis of determining the carrying amount of

investments was a change in accounting polioies. This contention then seems to argue against itself

in that it argues that the requirement for a change in accounting policy had not been met. The

argument for a change in accounting policy is not agreed with because as noted above the

examples of changes in classification above do not seem to have been considered in the

Submission.

3 .3 .9 , If there was a change in comparatives it means that the Group could have

elected to apply the new policy in\the previous year (assuming no change in
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accounting standards). However, if the investment was acquired and held exclusively for resale in

the previous year, the option of equity accounting the investment was not an option that could have

been used in that year; accordingly it is not appropriate to make the change a year later on a

retrospective basis.

3.3.10. paragraph ll.Zl.L l G)g 205) argues that there could altematively have been a fundamental error

based on the failure to address accounting policies at the time of the merger. This is based on the

assumption that all investments should be accounted for in the same way, whereas as noted in 3.3.1

above it is possible in terms of accounting standards for some associates to be equity accounted and

others to be shown at fair value. This being the case the assumption made is not necessarily correct

and therefore the contention that there was a fundamental error is not accepted.

3.3.1 l. In paragraphs I 1 .22-23 (y:g209-2l0 it is contended that in terms of AC 101.41 that even if there

was no change in accounting policy that the comparative figures should have been changed. I

believe, however, that this requirement applies to items whose classification is the same for both

years and where the presentation in the financial statements has changed. For example, in the 2001

financial statements "Assets of proprietary consolidated investments" is shown as one figure in the

financial statements, whereas inthe2}}2financial statements "Proprietary consolidated

investments" is shown as a total with its five component parts notjust for 2002 but also for the

comparative figures. My opinion is also based on the premise that it would not be correct to show

the investment in Cytech in the 2001 financial statements as an associate because that implies it was

an equity accounted associate, which it was not if it was acquired and being held exclusively for

disposal in the near future.

3.3.12. It is further contended that in the2002 financial statements that the/cost to be disclosed in respect of

Cytech was its original cost rather than its closing value at 3l August 2001 (l 1.26.3,pg 211). As

noted in 3.3.3 above AC I 10 does not provide guidance on how to account for an associate

accounted for as a financial instrument which later is required to be equity accounted. As noted in

the Submission (11 .26.2,pr 210) there are other examples to support the treatment adopted by

Corpcapital, but these were not accepted because it was contended that there was no change in

intention. As noted in3.3.4-7
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above I am of the opinion that there was a change in intention and therefore I believe that the

examples are relevant. Another example that supports the approach adopted by the Group is

contained in paragraph .10 of AC 110, which states that when the equity method is discontinued,

because, for example, an associate becomes an investrnen! "the carrying amounls of the irwestrnent

at that dote should be regarded as cost thereafier." In this case when the inveshnent was equity

accourted the carrying amount when equity accounting commenced was regarded as costthereafter.

Accordingly there is not sufficient evidence to justify the teatnent adopted as being contary to

GAAP.

3.3.13. Accordingly I do not believe that the change in ffeatnent of certain investrnents should be regarded

as a change in accounting policy or fi.urdamental error. This means there was no requirement forthe

comparative figures to be restated.

3.3.l4.Regarding the contention that comparative amourts and percentages should have been provided for

Cytech (1 1.15, pg 196), as a consequence of the comparatives not needing to be restate4 as noted in

3.3.13 above, I believe it is appropriate that the comparative figures comprise amounts in relationto

the composition of what was classified as associates in the previous year's balance sheet. In terms of

AC 101.67(d) it is not all associates that are - required to be shown separately on the face on the

balance shee! but those invesftnents arcotrrted for tning the equity method (and so includes equity

accourted joint ventgres). Therefore the contention is not accepted. The disclosure of the previous

carrying amount for each of the invesftnents affected which was included in the financial statements is

corsidered usefirl additional information to assist in rurderstanding the change of classification.

3.3.15. With no change to comparative figures being required the provision of pro-forma informatioq

which is not required, is corsidered useflri additional information.

3.3 . 1 6. ln the Submission it states that the change of accounting had a distorting effect in that the previous

increases in value were included in "above the line" profits in 2000 and 2001 but the 2002

decrease in value Vas include.d in "below the line" profits (12.4.2.3,pg a5O. While this is correct

accounting, when the chance of intention occuned in the interim results at February 2002
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Cy'tech was valued and at that time no impairment of the investnent was necessary. Any

such impairment would have been included in "below the line" expenses. It was only later at

the August 2002yearendtlnt a "below the line" impairment charge was recorded. There is

an inference that the change in intention was made at the year-end in order to avoid

rec.ording losses in the income statemen! when in fact the change was reported in the

interim results before any reduction in value was recognised.

3.3.17.The Submission also contends that there was a double counting of profits (12.4.2.2,page

456) as a result of cash flow/profits into perpetuity being included in the value of Cltech

and that this diSorts the results (12.4,pg455). The natwe of valuations is such that they can

include discounted cash flows (see 3.2.1.13 above), which is considered to be acceptable

accounting in terms of AC 133. If the contention in the Submission was correct it would

mean that profits would be distorted if a company repeived a dividend from an invesftnent

seeing that the market value of the shares could be based on future dividends. This

"distortion" does not mean that the dividend should not be recorded when it is received.

Instead the dividend is recorded and if the value of the investrnent drops after the dividend

is received" then that drop in value is also recorded. The same applies in the case of Cytech;

t5e equity accounted eamings are accounted for and ifthe value of Cytech drops because,

say, the level of profits are lower than previously expected, then the drop of value is

recorded as an impairment.

Uniform accounting policies not used

3.4 The other contention in relation to the 2000 and 2001 financial statements ofthe

Group is that it did not prepare financial statements in terrns of uniform accounting policies as

required for corsolidations(9.4.2,pg167;10.5.1.8, pg 185; 9.4,pg435). The contention concedes

this practice was generally accepted in South Africa at the time and when describing the contention

that the financial stiatements were not prepared in terms of GAAP (9 .4 .3 , pg; 1 6 8) it excludes this

iszue. Neverlheless the following comment is made regarding the contention:
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3 .4.1 . The contention is based on the argument that inveshnents over which Corpcapital and

Corpcapital Bank had significant influence were regarded by one company as an associate

butnotbytheother (9.4.2,pg167).Thiscontentionisdisputedinthatifcefaininvesftnents

were acquired exclusively with a view to its disposal in the near future and others weren!

then different accounting toeatments would be required for the different investnents in

terms of AC I 10.07, even though they have significant influence over all the invesftnents.

3.4.2. Arcordingly I do not believe there are grounds for the contention.

Disclosures in respect of accounting standards for associates

4.1 In the Submission it is contended that certain disclosures in relation to associates were not provided

(9.1.2,pg87; 9.1.2,pg89;8.5.1.5.3 pg 158; 9.4.1,pg167;10.5.1,pg 180). Thedisclosuresrequiredin

terms of AC 110 .27 for associates are not contained in the intemational equivalent of AC 1 1 0 (namely

LA.S 2S). While on the face of it the disclosures should be required for all associates, even those not

required to be accotrrted for on ttre equity method, I believe that a case can be made that this

contention is open to debate based on the following:

4.1.1. A company with an interest in a joint venhne that is not required to be proportionately

consolidated or equity accounted is not required to provide summarized financial statement

information in respect of that joint venture, so it would be logical to say this information is also

not required for associates that are not required to be equity accounted. As joint ventues

accormted for in terms of AC 133 would be subject to the discloswes required in terms of that

statement, so should associates accormted for in terms of AC 1 3 3 .

4.1.2. Asnotedin3.l.3abovelbelievethatCytechshouldhavebeenaccountedforasajointventure

and not an associate. Paragraph .36 of AC of AC I 19 states "A venturer should account for the

following irwestments either at cost or in accordance with the statement onfnancial

instruments: recognition and measurement: IAC l33l
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(a) An interest in a jointly controlled entity that is acquired and held

exchtsively with a view to its subsequent Cisposal in the nearfuhtrre. "

4.1 .3 . AC I I t has an effective date of periods starting on or after I March I 997. This means that

companies were allowed to apply the requirements of AC 133 to the above interest even before AC

133, which had been issued before the 2000 financial statements were completed, became effective.

Therefore it was acceptable to value Cy.tech in accordance with the requirements of AC 133 even

without the chanse dealt with in 4.1.4 below'

4.1.4. This paragraph was later changed to "A venturer should account for the

fottowing interests in accordance with... "meaning that the option of cost was deleted. This change

was made in April 2001. This change was introduced by ACl02 which was effective for periods

commencing on or after I January 1999 and therefore retrospectively changing AC I19, seeing that

the change was not included in the changes effective for periods commencing for periods beginning

on or after I January 2001. This change to AC I 19 follows the same change made to the

intemational equivalent of AC I 19, namely LAS 31, in October 2000. The change to LAS 3l

became effective when the intemational equivalent of AC 133, namely tAS 39 became effective.

However when AC I 19 was changed it was not linked atthat stage to AC 133, although the change

was later also included in the appendix to AC 133 when its effective date was later delayed by

eighteen months. The change to IAS 3l was made before the 2000 financial statements were

approved on 17 November 2000 and so at that date a consequential change to AC I 19 would have

been expected, seeing that it was known that accounting standards in South Africa were being

harmonised with intemational standards, although the effective date of the change to AC I l9 could

not have been anticiPated then.

4.1 .5 paragraph .47 of AC I l9 states "A venturer should disclose a listing and description of interests in

significant joint ventures and the proportion of ownership interest held iniointly controlled

entities. A venturer that reports its interests in jointly controlled entities using the line-by-line

reportingformatfor proportionate consolidation or the equity method should disclose the

aggregate amounts of each of current assets, non-current assets, current liabilities, longlerm

liabilities, income, expenses and cashflowsfrom operating, iwesting andfinancing activities

related to its interests in joint ventures. Both current and long-term liabilities should be

distinguished between interest bearing and non-
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interest bearing debf. "The question that can be asked is *{rether the above disclosures are

requircd forjoint ventures accounted at fair value. In terms of the above the disclosures in

relation to the income stiatemen! balance sheet and cash flows are only required for joint

ventures which are proportionately consolidated or are equity accowrted. This means that these

disclosures are not required for joint ventres accounted for interms of AC 133, instead any

required disclosures would be in terms of AC 133.

4.1.6. An altemate contention that could have been made is that the required disclosures for joint

ventures were not made. However, as noted in 4.1.5 above, most of these disclosures are not

requfued for joint ventures acquired with the intention of being disposed of in the near future. An

argument could be made that an accounting policy for joint ventures was not provided and that

Cytech was termed an associate and not a joint venture, but a counter to this is that a joint

venture can be equity arcorurted and the requirements for associates and joint ventutes are

similar. tn this case the effect of showing Cytech as a joint venture as opposed to an associate

would not be significant as there would be no impact on the income statement and balance

sheet, with the disclosures required to be shown in the notes being similar, but it would be

expected that the relevant amounts should have been split between associates and joint ventures

nthe2})2financial statements. T}rc2002 financial statements should also have included an

accounting policy forjoint ventues. There was less of aneed for an accounting policy note

being included inthe 2000 and 2001 financial statements seeing thatthere were no joint

ventures that were equity accounted or proportionately consolidated, butthe accounting policy

on investments could have included the fact that it included associates and joint ventures

acquired and held exclusively for disposal in the near future'

4.1.7 . Based on the above the contention that the required disclosures for associates were not

provided is not accePted.

Disclosures for financial instruments and of valuation assumptions
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^ . , It is also contended in the Submission that certain of the disclosures required by paragraphs '49,

.70 and.8l-of AC 125 were notprovided (8.5.2.7.4,Pg62;9.4.1,pg 167land 10.5.1.7.1, pg 183).

The following comments are provided in this regard:

4.2.1. The reference to AC 125.70 is not correct; from the wording quoted in

paragraph 8.5.2.3 Sg 159) and comparison with the wording of AC 125 it is evident that

the references should have been to AC 125.79 instead.

4.2.2. From paragraphs 8.5.2.2 @g 159) and8.5.2.7.4 (pg162) it is evident that these contentions

are based on the premise that Cytech should have been shown as a separate class of asset.

This is based on the significance of the valuation of Cytech to an appreciation of the

financial statements. This contention is countered by arguing that accounting standards

require items of a similar nature be dealt with in a like manner, supported in some cases by

a listing of significant assets. For example, while such a listing is required for associated

companies (AC I10.27(a)), joint ventures (AC 119.47) and subsidiaries (AC 132.29(a)),it

is not required in terms of AC 133 for investments. The contention suggests that two

classes of associates should have been shown on the face of the balance shee! whereas AC

101.67 states that as a minimum equity accounted investnents would be one of the

required line items on the face of the balance sheet. To content that one asset should be

shown separately in a class of its own when there are other similar assets is not a specific

required consideration in terms of accounting standards.

4.2.3 . Accordingly my view is that the contention does not represent a requirement of GAAP.

This being the case it needs to be considered whether the required disclosures have been

provided for the class of assets in which Cyech was included.

4.2.4. The accounting policies do give the basis used to value unlisted investrnents and state

"Fair values of unlisted investments are based on discounted cash flow and/or discounted

eamings valuation models" in both 2000 financial statements whereas the 2001 and2002

financial statements state "Fair values for unquoted equity instruments are estimated using

applicable price/eamings or price/cash flow ratios refined to reflect the specific

circumstances of the issuer."
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4.2.5. Again the issue revolves about whether the degree of information provided was adequate,

where 1 am of the opinion that information to the eKent suggested in the Submission is not

commonly provided. The requirement in terms of AC 125.49(a) regarding "conditions that

may ffict the amount, timing and certainty of cashflows" is interpreted, in terms of AC

lZ5.s1,as relating to contractualterms only, whereas it is not clear from the Submission as

to whether this was interpreted as requiring details of the information used to determine the

valuation to be disclosed. Again, the requirement in terms of AC 125.81 for significant

assumptions to be disclosed could be interpreted as applying to overall assumptions that

relate to the various classes) of assets, if any, rather than specific assumptions for any

individual asset. Therefore I believe it is unlikely that the contention would be a generally

held view by preparers and users of financial statements and based on the comments noted

in 1.3-.8 above this would be sufficient to justifr the financial statements as being in

compliance with GAAP.

The currency effect on the change in value of investments

4.3 The following comments are relevant regarding the contention that the effect of changes in

exchange rates on the value of Cytech should have been disclosed (11.27.2-.4,pg453-454):

4.3.1. AC ll1defines monetary items as "money held, and assets and liabilities to be received or

paid, infixed or determinable amounts of money." Based on this the investment in Cytech

would not be classified as a monetary item. This is supported by the IAS 39 (international

equivalent of AC 133) Implementation Guidance when it deals with the interaction of IAS

39 and I AS 2l (the intemational equivalent of AC 112). This guidance states available-for-

sale financial assets comprise both monetary and non-monetary items. This is interpreted as

providing for share investments being non-monetary'assets while bonds would be

monetary assels.

4.3.2. AC 112.12(c) states "non-monetary items that are carried affair value

denominated in aforeign currency should be reported using the exchange rates that

existedwhen the values were delermined. " AC 1 l2 however does
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not require the effect of the change in valuation for such items to be split between a change

in the foreign valuation and a change in exchange rates and does not state where the effect of

exchange rates on non-monetary items should be disclosed'

4.3 .3 . tn terms of AC I I 2 the only foreign exchange differences required to be included in the

income statement are those relating to monetary items (AC 112.16). Therefore I argue that

the requirement in terms of AC 1l2.43(a)to disclose the amount of exchange differences

included in the net profit or loss for the period are intended to apply to monetary items;

othenvise I believe the statement would also have requircd the effect of exchange rates on

amognts taken directly to equity, which would apply to some non-monetary assets, to be

disclosed.

4.3.4. The IAS 39 Implementation Guidance refened to in 4.3.1 above states that the effect of a

change in exchange rates is accounted for in the same way as the change in the value of the

non-monetary item is accounted for. This means that if the change in value of the

investrnent is include.d in income, then the effect due to change in exchange rates is also

included in the income statement. Again there is no requirement for the foreign crxrency

effect to be seParatelY disclosed.

4.3.5. Therefore I do not accept the contention that the curency effect on the change in value of

inveshnents is requiredto be disclosed interms of GAAP.

Goodwill amortisation Period

5.1 The issue is whether there has been a contravention of AC 129 nregard to the nondisclosure of the

goodwi1 write offperiod (10.6.1, pg 185) in the 2001 financial statements. AC 129 excludes from its

scope intangible assets covered by other GAAP statements. Therefore in terms of AC 129.03(e)

goodwill is excluded from the scope of AC 129 andtherefore this issue cannot be a contavention of AC

129. Accordingly the contention is not agreed with..
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5.2 However, as an altemative, it could have been argued that in terms of paragraph '89 (a) of AC 131'

which also applies to goodwill in asscciates, the amortisation period for goodwill should be

disclosed.Thisparagraphrequirestheamortisationperiodadoptedtobedisclosed.Whileitcouldbe

algued that this should be a specified nrrrnber of years, the counter is that it is just requiring whether

the rebuttabre presumption has been rebutted or not and if so then AC 1 3 1 .s9o) applies' The first of

these arguments is the preferred argument in which case it can be argued that the statement has been

complie.d with in that a period has been given (i'e' less than 20 years) and that the statement does not

speciry the degree of accuracy, required for this disclosure. while a mole specific period is not

stated in the 2001 financial statements, 92oh of thegoodwill acquired in that year was amortised

during that year and the remaining goodwill comprisedjust o,l4ohofthe assets at August 2001

meaning the remaining carrying amount was not regarded as materiar. Accordingly if this altemate

contention had been made, it wourd be debatable as to rvhether there had been a contavention of

GAAP.

In paragraph 11.27 .l (pg2l1) it is contended that there was "a change in the write of periodfor

goodwillwhichalsofelttobedisclosed,,Thiscontentionmightb"validifallgoodwillwas

expectedtohavethesameusefi.rllivebutlbelievet}r,atintermsofACl3ltheusefirllifeof

goodwill should be assessed for each acquisition separately' This means that if an acquisition is

made inthe cunentyear andthe usefrrl life of the goodwillthat arises diffen from prior year

acquisitionsthenthetwogoodwillamountswouldhavedifferentusefi'rllivesandwouldnotbe

consideredachangeinusefi'rllife.Accordingly,inthiscasewheregoodwillisshownwhichwasnot

shown previously then the usefi.rl life selected for the goodwill is not a change because that goodwill

was not shown as an asset in the previous yeaf. As a result the contention is not accepted by me as a

valid issue.

Quality of disclosures

ln a number of cases some fairly broad comments have been made regarlding the quality of

disclosureinthefinancialstatementsintermsofGAAP.Theseincludethe

following:

5.3
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6.1 . I ,,However, in my opinion, the information is material to an understanding of the financial statements

and should be explicitly dealt with, preferably on the face of the income statement or less desirably

in the notes and fully explained. " (8.1.5, pg l5l in relation to the unrealised profit on revaluation)

6.1.2 ',The cumulative effect of the above factors meant that in relation to cytech' additional "relevant"

information was ,,material enough to affect evaluations and decisions " 
[ACl00'11] and should

have been disclosed. The assumptions about future growth in revenues were especially relevant and

should have been disclosed. "(8'3'z,pg 154)

6.1.3 ',The cumulative effect of the above factors meant that in relation to Cytech, additional "relevant"

information ,,material enough to affect evaluations and decisions " 
[AC100.11] should have been

disclosed. Hence the key valuation assumptions, in patticular the assumptions about future growth

in revenue should have been disclosed "(10,3'3' pgl79')

6.1.4 ,,Hence the onus was on the Directors to demonstrate that "fair

presentation ,, was achieved. This onus, in my opinion, could not be easily discharged by virtue of

materiality of the Cytech investment and its impact on the financial statements and the extent of the

disclosures that were made. It is diffrcult to see how in respect of the 2000 afs the information

presented met the purpose/objective set out in AC 101 and the desired characteristics as indicated in

para. 06 that ,,This information, along with other information in the notes to the financial

statements, assists users in predicting the enterprise's future cashflows and in particular the timing

and certainty of the generation of cash and cash equivalents IAC l 01 .06] '' (8.5.3, pg 1 63I)

6.1.5 ,'As the above movements impacted materially on both the asset-value and investment

income/impairment write-off, the effect of these movements on value and profits should have been

disclosed separately in the F/s and interim results. " (11.27 .z,pg 453 in relation to the impact of

changes in exchange rates on the Cytech investment)

6.1.6 ,,ln terms of AC J 03, para 15, (AnnexureEZ) the influence of exchange rates on profits for the

2000 and 2001 financial years should have been disclosed separately. " (l | .27 .4, pg 454)
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6 . 1 . 7 "They did not disclose or deal with all material items, events and/or transactions which was
relevant to explain the performance of the enterprise for the 2000/2001/2002 accounting
periods or thefinancial positionfor thefinancial periods ending 3l August 2000, 3l
August 2001 and 3l August 2002."(13.2.3,page459)

6.1.8 "We are of the opinion that the directors did not comply with this important concept in

preparation of the 2000/2001/2002 F/5"(l3.7, pg460) in relation to AC 000.14

6.1.9 "This selective disclosure or non-disclosure of items with a material

influence on profits or the Group's financiol position has the implication that the

information disclosed in the Group's F/S (especially 2000 and 2001) was neither reliable

nor neutral (seepar.3l and.36 of AC 000) "(11.27.6,pg454)

6.1.10 "This information is to be disclosed by "class" of asset, and Clteclr, in my opinioq should

have been dealt with in a distinct "class" of asset. In arry event in terms of AC 100 para. I I it

was a "material item" and wananted separate disclosures inthese respects."(S .5.2.2,pg159)

6.2 The following needs to be bome in mind in considering whether these disclosures should have

been given:

6.2.1 The comments in relation to discloswe ofthe effect of exchange rates on the Cytech

valuation and Cytech being a separate class of asset are dealt with in more detail in 4.3 and

4.2.2 aboverespectively, while 4.2 above deals with the specific assumptions regarding the

Cy'tech valuation.

6.2.2 As noted in 1.7 above the directors are just required to show that the disclosures

provided are within the range of permissible altematives.

6.2.3 [n this regard the suggested disclosures are rarely provided by other companies in the detail

suggested above. This implies that the above interpretation of the requirements of GAAP is

not a widely accepted interpretation. Therefore it is possible that some ofthe companies

which provide such disclosures might regard the ffirmation provided as voluntary additional

ffirmation rather than information required in terms of GAAP. Compliance with GAAP

normally achieves fairpresentation, whereas some of the above comments are not specifically

required interms of GAAP.ln
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terms of AC 1 01 .16 "7 li virtunlly all circumstances, afair presenlation is achieved by compliance

in all material respects with the applicable Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice'

A fair Pr e s ent at ion r equire s :

(c) providing additional disclosures when the requirements in Statements of Generally Accepted

Accounting practice are insfficienl to ensble ltsers to understand the impact of particular

transactions or events on the enterprise'sfinancial position andfruncial performance' "

This implies that the need for additional ffirmation is the exception and not the nolm.

6.2.4 tn addition there needs to be a balance between providing information that is insufficient and

providing excessive information which would be difficult for an average user to absorb' The

standard setters acknowledge that there are limitations to financial statements. In AC 000'13 it

*Ates ,,However, 
finnncial statements do not provide all he information thot t$ers mqy need to

mal<e, economic decisions... "

6.2.5 This issue is f,yther commented on in paragraph 44 in the section of AC 000 which deals with the

consffaints on relevant and reliable information and the balance between benefit and c;o*" "ln

practice a balancing, or trade ofi between qtnlitative choracteristics is ofien necessary. Generally

the aim is to achieve an appropriate balance among the chsracteristics in order to meet the

objectives ffinancial statements. The relative importance of the characteristics in different cases

is a matter ofjudgment. "

6.2.6 As noted in part 1 of the repor! most of the contentions in the Submission relate to Cytech' In

assessing the comments noted in 6.1 above the relative size of this investrnent should be

considered. As noted in 1.10 above for the three years covered by the Submission Qrtech

represented 6,8oh. 4,4yo and3,lYoof the assets of Corpcapital for 2000, 2001 and2002

respectively, while the revalu,ation of Cytech represented 37 ,5yo and I0,2Yo of total income before

interest and bad debe in the 2000 and 2001 income statement respectively, whereas in the 2002

income statement the invesftnent was equity accounted and the goodwi[ relating to this investrnent

was both amortised and impaire.d. As noted n2.4.5 above the extent of investing
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income was shown in the 2000/financial statements and in the 2001 financial statements

investing income was split between realised and uffealised amourts, so the extent of income

from this source was disclosed'

6.2.7 Accordingly, based on the above, I do not believe there is sufficient juSification

for the contentions.

6.3 The contentions noted above in this part of the report were used to support the foliowing

conclusions:

6.3.1 ,'The two independent reports indicate that corpcapital and old

CorpCapital did not comply with material sections of the Companies Act, and Generally

Accepted Accounting Practice' " 
Q'l'3'pg9)

6.3.2. ,,In Mr Abraham3 opinion, in the absence of disclosure, in thefinancial statements of Old

CorpCapitalfor the year ended 3l August 2000, of the informationrequired by AC 100, AC

I l0 and AC l25in respect of cltech, the annual financial statements were not appropriately

described as having been prepared in accordance with GAAP. "(4.4.4.8'2,pg25) Similar

wording is wed in other parts of the Submission in relation to the otherfitttncial stdemenls

(4'4.4.8.5,Pg26;4'4'4'9'4,pg27;4'4'4' lO'6'Pg28;8'2'pg88;8'5'pg88;9' l '4'pg89;

|0 .2 .3 ,pg90 ;8 .5 .3 ,pg |63 ;9 .4 .3pg168 ;10 .5 .1 .9 ,pg185and11 .30 'pg2 lz )w i th the

exception that the contention in relation to the 2002 firnncial statemen8 does not refer to AC

100, AC 1 10 and AC 125 but".. of the information required by AC 103 in respect of

'fundamental eryors" at para. 35 or "changes in accounting poticy at para' 45' in relation

to the irwestments/associates... 
"(4.4.4.10.6, pg 28; 10-2'3 pg 90 and 1 1'30' Pg212)

6.3.3. ,,The Collett Report arrives at similar conclusions, set out in section 13 of the Collett

Report. tmportantly, the Collett Report concludes that the financial statements for 2000'

2001 and 2002 donot comply with AC 000" "(4'4'5'p928)

6.3.4. ,,The Netainment-investment was not adequately disclosed in the F/S and/or in accordance

with GAAP and/or the provisions of the Companies Act,'(4.|.1 ,pg 413)

A ' )
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6.3.5. ,,It has been stated emphatically in the F/S of the Group that it complied with GAAP ond the

Companies Act. The directors also approved the F/Sfor the distribution to shareholders on

that basis. Based on the above, these statements and/or aversions were untrue and

misleading. " (9. 1, Pg 435)

6.3.6. ,,Their disclosures of Netainmentwas incowect, insfficient anddidnot complywith

GAAP and/or the Companies Act. "(13.2'4,pg 459)

6.3.7 . ,,The change in accounting policies and/or accounting treatment and/or changes in

classification of investments/ associates/subsidiaries were incorrectly disclosed and did not

complywith GAAP and/or the Companies Act' "(13'2'5,pg a59)

6.3.g. ,,Thefinancial statements did not reflect the truefinancial position or results in accordance

with GAAP and/or AC's or the Companies Act' "(18' l '3,pg 473)

Conclusion

6.4 As noted above the following conclusions were made:

6.4.1 There is not enough evidence to justifu that the disclosures regarding an appreciation of the

Group's affairs were insufficient (see 2'1'2 above)'

6.4.2 The name of investments and percentages holdings were not required to be

given in the financial statements (see2'2 above)

6.4.3 There was no contravention of the Fourth Schedule regarding income fiom investments (see

2.3.6 above)

6.4.4 The income statement disclosure was adequate to show any abnormal items (see 2'4'7

above)

6.4.5 The investment in Cy,tech was not required to be accounted for at cost or equity accounted

(see 3.1.6 above)
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6.4.6 It is not inappropriate to value an unlisted investment at market value (see 3.2.7 above)

6.4.7 The change of treatment of Cytech was not required to be regarded as a

change in accounting policy or fundamental error and therefore the contention that inappropriate

accounting policies were adopted is not accepted (see 3.3.13 above)

6.4.8 There are no grounds to the contention that uniform accounting policies were not used (see 3.4.2

above)

6.4.9 It was not necessary for the comparative figures to have been changed in the 2002financial

statements (see 3.3.1 I and l4 above)

6.4.10 The contention that the required disclosures for associates was not provided is not accepted (see

4.1.7 above)

6.4.11 The disclosures provided in respect of the valuation of investrnents and financial

instruments can be regarded as adequate (see 4.2.5 above)

6.4.12 There is no requirement for the cunency effect on the change in valuation of investments to be

given (see 4.3.5 above)

6.4 .13 AC l2g does not require the goodwill write off period to be disclosed (see 5 . I above)

6.4.14 As there was no change in accounting policy there was no need for pro-forma information to be

provided (see 3.3.15 above)

6.4.15 It was not necessary for comparative figures to be given for each investrnent classified as an

associate in the 2002 fi nancial statements (see 3.3. 1 4 above).

6.5. The conclusions I reached as summarised in 6.4 above mean the following, subject to the comments

noted in 6.7 below:

6.5.1 The disclosures required in terms of the Fourth Schedule to the Companies Act in relation to

Cy'tech were adequate (see 6.4.1 to 4 above)
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6.5.2 The accounting treatment and accounting policies used for Cytech were appropriate (see

6.4,5 to 9 above)

6.5.3 The disclosures provided in respect of Cyech were adequate (see 6.4.10 to l2 above)

6.5.4 The deficiencies noted in the Submission that did not relate specifically to Cytech were not

considered to be valid contentions (see 6.4.13 to 15 above)

6.5.5 As a result of the above issues, which were the bases of the contentions that fair presentation

and compliance with GAAP were not achieved (see 6.I and 2 above), I believe that the

Group can state that their disclosures in the 2000, 200! and 2002 frnancial statements in

respect of the contentions comply with generally accepted accounting practice without any

material deviation.

6.6. From the specific contentions made to support the conclusions made in the

Submission as noted in 6.3 above, I believe, based on the above discussion, that the contentions are

not suppofted. Some of the contentions are situations where, in my opinion, based on the minimum

requirements as specified in GAAP and the Companies Act and disclosures provided by other

companies the degree of disclosure provided was within a range that would have been considered

adequate by accountants in general. Furthermore, some of the contentions make the same comment

for various years (see 6.1.6 to .9 above) without differentiating between the relative impact of

Cytech on each of the years (see 6.2.6 above); also based on the above there is no evidence from the

2001 and 2002 financial statements that the amounts recorded were inappropriate in the year

Cytech had the biggest impact, namely 2000'

6.7. In a few cases the disclosures required might not appear to be in terms of GAAP and the

Companies Ac! but these are issues noted above which are altemate contentions which could

have been made. These include the following:

6.7 .l Not stating that a list of investments is available for inspection at the registered

office of the GrouP (see2.2 above).
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6.7.2. Not slating that Cytech was a joint venture (see 4.1.6 above). This means that an accounting policy

should have been provided for joint ventures and Cyech should have been described as a joint

venture and not an associate in the 2002 financial statements. This is mitigated by joint ventures

being allowed to be equity accounted, which is the basis used to account for associates, and therefore

the effect of this is not significant as has been noted in 4.1.6 above, which also explains the minimal

impact the classification of Cytech as a joint venture would have had on the 2000 and 2001 financial

statements.

6.7.3. Not making it sufficiently clear in the financial statements that the intention was that certain

associates were being held for disposal in the near future in the 2000 and 2001 financial statements

and not adequately explaining the change in intention regarding certain investnents in the 2002

financial statements (see 3 . I .24 and 3 .3 .4 above). However, the accounting was adequate to show the

effect of the accounting in terms of the accounting policies and the change of intention'
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PART 3 - CROSS REFERENCE OF THE VARIOUS ISSUES NOTED IN PART 1 TO THOSF

CONTAINED IN THE SUBMISSION

Listed below are the specific contentions in relation to the accounting in the financial statements of the

Group contained in paragraph 5 of Part I of my repoft. The related cross-reference to the Submission is

detailed for each contention. For this purpose the Webber Wentzel Bowens Submission to the Minister of

Trade and Industry ("WwB Submission") refers to page 6to72of the Submission, while the Abrahams and

Collett Reports refer to pages 73 to 405 and pages 406 to 938 of the Submission respectively. As some

contentions are repeated a number of times, not allthe cross references noted below are also contained in

Part 2 when the various contentions are discussed'

5.1. Certain disclosure requirements in terms of the Fourth Schedule to the Companies Act were not

provided in relation to Cytech. These relate to the following:

5.1.1. Information material to an appreciation of the Group's affairs (see 2'l inPart2)

WW Submission

P ara 4.4.4.4.4 ufi 4.4'4.4.5, P age 22

Para 4.4.4.8. l. l. l, Page 24

P ara 4.4.4.8.3. l. 1, Page 26

Para 4.4.4.9. I . 1. 1, Page 26

Abrahams RePort

Para 8.1.1, Page 87

Para 8.3.1, Page 88

Para 9.1.1, Page 89

Para 8.1.5, Page 151

Para8.3.2,Page 154

Para 8.4.1 .1, Page 155

Para 9.3, Page 167

Para 10.4.1 . l ,Page 179

Collett RePort

Para13.2.3,Page 459

5.1 .2 The name of investments and percentage holdings (see 2.2 inPan2)



WW Submission

P ara4.4.4.8.U .2,P age24

P ara 4.4.4.8.3.1 .1, Page 26

Abrahams RePort

Para 8.1.1, Page 87

Para 8.3.1, Page 88

Para 8.4.1 .2,Page 155

Para9.3,Page 167

5.1.3 Income from listed and unlisted investments (see 2.3 in Paft 2)

WW Submission

P an 4.4.4.8.7 .1 .3,P age 25

P ara4.4.4.3.1 .l,P age26

P ara4.4.4.9.1 .l .2,P age26

Abrahams RePort

Para 8.1.1, Page 87

Para 8.3.1, Page 88

Para9.l.l .Page 89

Para 8.4.1.3, Page 156

Para9.3,Page 167

Para l0.4.l.2,Page 179

5.1.4. Abnormal items of income (see 2.4inPartZ)'

lVlI/B Submission

Para 4 .4 .4.8. I . I .3, Page 25

Pan 4.4.4.8.3.1 . L Page 26

Para 4.4.4.9.1 .1.2. Page 26

Abrahsms Report

Para 8.1.1, Page 87

Para 8.3.1, Page 88

Para 9.1 .1, Page 89
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Para 8.4.1.3, Page 156

Para9.3,Page 167

Para l0.4.l .Z,Page 179

5.2. The accounting treatment and accounting policies used for Cytech were not appropriate in the following

respects:

5.2.1 The investment in Cytech should have been accounted for at cost or equity accounted in

the 2000 and 2001 financial statements (see 3' l in Paft 2)

WW Submission

Pan4.4.4.4.l,Page23

Para 4.4.4.6.1 .1, P age 23

P ara 4.4.4.6.1 .2, P age 24

Para4.4.8,Page29

Abrahams RePort

Para 6.1, Page 86

Para 8.5.1 .5.1, Page 157

Para 8.5.2.7 .2,P age | 62

Para9.4.l ,Page 167

Para 10.5. 1.7 .3'2,Page 184

Collett RePort

Para 8.6, Page 434

5 .Z.Z It was inappropriate to value an un listed investment at a market value (see 3 .2 inPartZ)

llWB Submission

Para4.3.7,Page 14

Para4.4.3,Page l5

5.2.3 Inappropriate accounting policies were adopted and were coupled with changes in accounting

policies (see 3.3 in Part 2)
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WW Submission

Para3.4, Page l0

Abrahams RePort

Para8.5.2.2. Page 159

Para 9.4.l,Page 167

5.2.4 Uniform accounting policies were not used (see 3.4 inPatt2)

WT4tB Submission

Para4.4.4.8.4,Page26

Para 4.4.4.9.3,Page27

Abrahams RePort

Pan1.3.5.Z,Page76

Para 8.4, Page 88

Para 9.1.3, Page 89

Para9.4.Z,Page 167

Para 10.5.1.8, Page 185

Collett RePort

Para9.4,Page 435

5.2.5 What was described as a change in classification in the 2002 financial statements should have been

accounted for as a change in accounting policy or a fundamental enor (see 3.3 in Paft 2)

WWBSubmission

Pa-a4.4.l0.2,Page28

Abrahams Report

Para 10.2, Page 90

Para 1 I  .2 l . l . l ,Page 205

Para 1 I .21.1.2,Pa9e 206
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5.3

Collett RePort

Para13.4,Page 459

5.2.6 There was inadequate disclosure of the change in accounting for associates (see 3.3.1I and

3.3.14 in Part 2).

Abrahams RePort

Para l1.15,Pagel97

Para I l.22,Page209

Para 1l.23,Page2t0

The disclosures provided in respect of Cytech were not adequate. This entails the following:

5.3.1 Not providing disclosures in respect of accounting standards for associates (see 4.1 in Part 2)

l4l{B Submission

P ara 4.4.4.8.1 .2.1, P age 25

Para4.4.4.8.5,Page26

Abrahams RePort

Para l.3.5.2,Page 76

Para6.2,Page 86

Para 8.1 .Z,Page87

Para8.3.2,Page 88

Para 9.1.2,  Page 89

Para 8.5.1, Page 156

Para 9.4.1 ,Page 167

Para 10.5.1, Page 180

Para l l . l l ,Pagel97

Collett RePort

Para 10.1, Page436

Para 13.2.1 and 13'2.2, Page 458
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5 .3 .z Not providing full details on accounting policies and the assumptions for the valuation of cltech (see

4.2inPart2)

Abrahams RePort

Para 4.3.1,Page 85

Para 8.1.2, Page 88

Para8.3.2,Page 88

Para8.3.2,Page 88

Para 9.1.2,  Page 89

Para 8.3.2, Page 154

Pan8.5.2.3,Page 159

Pan8.5.2.7.4,Page 163

Para9.4.1,Page 167

Para 10.3.3, Page 179

Para 10.5.1.7.1, Page I 83

5.3.3 Not providing all the required disclosures for financial instruments (see 4'2 in Part 2)

llWB Submission

P an 4.4.4.8.1 .2.2, P age 25

P an 4.4.4.8.3.2.1, P age 26

P ara 4.4.4.9 .2'3, P age 27

Abrahams RePort

Paral.3.5,2,Page76

Para 8.1.2, Page 87

Para8.3.2,Page 88

Para 9.1 .Z,Page89

P ara 8.5.2.7 .4, Page | 63

Para9.4.l ,Page 167

Para 10.5.1 '7.3, Page 185

5.3.4 Not showing the currency effect on the change in value of the investment (see 4'3 inPart2)

ColleX RePort

Para 1 | .27 .3- 1 | .27 .4, Page 453 - 454
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5.4 In addition to the above the following deficiencies that did not specifically relate to Cytech were

noted:

5.4.L The 2001 andZ}}2financial statements did not disclose the period over which

goodwill was being amortised (see 5'1 inPart2)

Abrahams RePort

Para 10.6.1, Page 185

Para ll.26.4,Page2ll

Para I l .27.l ,Page2ll

5.4.2 Providing pro-forma information was an inappropriate accounting treatment for a change in

accounting policy in the 2002 financial statements (see 3,3.15 in Paft 2)

Abrahams RePort

Para I 1.5, Page 190

Para 11.16.2, Page 199

Para I l.23,Page210

Colleu RePort

Para13.4, Page 460

5.4.3 lnthe2112financial statements comparative figures should be given for each investment

classified as an associate (see 3 .3 '14 in Paft 2)

Abrahams RePort

Para 1 1.15,  Page 196

The lack of adequate disclosures and inappropriate accounting in terms of the specific requirements

of GAAP and the companies Act as detailed above mean! the following (see 6 in Part 2):
5.5

5.5.1 The f inancialstatements could not be described as being in compl iance with GAAP
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llWB Submissbn

Para 3.1 .3, Page 9

Para 4.4.3 md 4.4.4,Page 16

Para4.4.4.8.2,Page25

Pwa4.4.4.8.5,Paqe26

Pwa4.4.4.9.4,Pa9e27

Para4.4.10.6, Page28

Abrahams RePort

Paral.3.5.2,Page76

Para 1.3.5.3, Page77

Para 8.2, Page 88

Para 8.5, Page 88

Para 9.1 .4, Page 89

Para l0.2.3,Page 90

Para 8.5.3, Page 163

Pwa9.4.l,Page 167

Para9.4.3,Page 168

Para 10.5.1.9, Page 185

Para l l.30, Page2l2

Collett RePort

Para4.1.l, Page4l3

Pua9.4,Page435

Pua9.7,Page 435

Para 13.Z.4,Page 459

Pwa 13.2.5,Page 459

Para 18,1.3, Page473

5.5.2. Fair presentation was not achieved

Abrahams RePort

Para 8.5.3, Page 163

Pwa9.4.1,Page 167

Collex RePort

Para4 . l . l ,Page4 l3
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5.5.3.Theinformationprovidedwasneitherrel iablenorneutral

Collett RePort

Para I1.27'6,Page454

5.5.4. All the information relevant to explain the performance of the Group was not provided

*lWB Submission

Paru4.4.4.l .5,Page 17

Abrahams RePort

Para 4.4, Page 85

Colletl RePort

Para 13.2.3,Page 459

5.5.5. sufficient information to enable a reader to be able to affect evaluations or decisions or to predict

future cash flows was not Provided

WIVB Submission

Pan4.4.5.l ,Page22

P an 4.4.4.8 -l .2.2, P age 25

Abrahams RePort

Para 5.1, Page 85

Collett RePort

Para13.7, Page 460

5.5.6. Suffrcient disclosure of material items affecting decisions was not provided

|I/WB Submision

P ara 4.4.4.9 .2.2, P age 27
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Abrahams RePort

Para8.l.2, Page 87

Para8.3.Z,Page 88

Parag-l.2,Page 89
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PART 4 - CURRICULUM VITAE OF GARTH DENNIS COPPIN

l. Garth Coppin has been a paftner in Emst & Young for 15 years'

2. He has been in the firm's technical department for 15 years and was appointed the firm's National

Director of Accounting and Auditing in 2000, being responsible for providing guidance on the

application of accounting and auditing standards to specific circumstances as well as related intemal

training on such issues. In addition during 2001 and 2002healso oversaw services provided by the firm

on corPorate govemance"

3.Heisalsoanauditpaftnerforclientsinvolvedintheinsuranceandmanufacturingindusties.

4. He has been involved in the accountancy profession's standard setting process since l99l' This

includes the following:

4.1. Being a member of rhe South African Institute of chartered Accountants' Auditing Standards

Committee from 1991 to 2001'

4.2.Beingamemberof thePubl icAccountants,andAudi tors 'Board 'sAudi t ingStandardsBoard

since its creation in 2000'

4.3. Being a member of The South African Institute of chartered AccountantsrAccounting

IssuesTaskForcefromlgggunti l i twasdisbandedin200l.

4 .4.BeingamemberofThesouthAfr icanlnst i tu teofChar teredAccountants 'Account ing

Practices Committee since 2001'

4.5. Being a member of the JSE Securities Exchange's GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting

Practice) Monitoring Panel since its creation in2002'

5. He has had various articles on accounting published including articles in Accountancy SA' the

Financial Mail, Accountancy Update and Professional Management Review' He has also lectured on

accounting topics to intemal and extemal audiences'

6, During 2001 and 2002hewas quoted in the press as well as being interviewed on radio and television

oncorporategovemanceissues,inadditiontoauthoringafticles,presentingatseminarsandcarryingout

consultancy assi gnments on colporate govemance'
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